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"HOW POISONOUS DO YOU WANT IT TO BE?"

The 1989pilots'dispute and the conflict between an 'outlaw'union and
the Government, Employer and ACTUAlliance
Anne Learmonth

The 1989 pilots' dispute has been

introduction of a formal dispute resolution

described as 'a dispute of immense

process. In 1967, the Conciliation and

significance, the political, social and
economic in^Iications of which extend far
beyond the immediate issue of industrial

Flight Crew Officers Industrial Tribunal

relations within the airlines industry'. A

number of explanations

proposed

fori the

have

actions

been

Arbitration Act was amended to create the

(FCOIT) and allow the Minister to
'declare' the AFAP to be a body subject to
the Tribunal's jurisdiction.

of the

disproportionate

In the 1970s, the main aim of the union
was to negotiate directly with the

response of the airlines and the Labor

employers with the support of the FCOIT.

Government to the pilots union wage

An industry agreement was the common
form with letters of agreement negotiated
with individual companies to reflect

protagonists, particularly for the prompt
and, to

many, the

demand.

The history ofthe Austrahan Federation of

differences between them in aura-afl

Air Pilots (AFAP) and its predecessor
union, the Australian Air Pilots (AAPA)

operations or management structures.
Industrial action was less frequent in this

and

in

period but the ACTU supported the union

negotiating wages and conditions with the
airline conqjanies provides some clues to

in a confrontation with the Whitlam

its

successes

and

failures

Government.

the actions of the pilots. Their aim, was

always to negotiate directly with their
employers but attempts to do so during the
1950s were defeated by the airlines'
insistence on going straight to arbitration.
Following a number of unsuccessful
campaigns the pilots decided that they
would do better if they could remove the
opportunity for the employers to seek to
move directly to arbitration. Following a
secret ballot, all the members of the
AAPA resigned: the Association was

dissolved and the unregistered Australian

A feature of the late 70s and early 80s was

the gradual move to a system of
negotiating with the domestic companies
in alternative years. This had advantages
for the union — it spread the workload of
officials and bargaining teams, achieved
their aim of bargaining at the enterprise
level; and allowed them to establish a
pattern of 'flowing on' the gains made in
the previous negotiation with the other
airline. By the late 80s this system
appeared to suit all parties.

Federation of Air Pilots was formed as

part ofthe attempt to escape.

In 1989 the AFAP served a log of claims

AFAP then sought recognition as the

on the management of Australian Airlines
Limited (AAL ex TAA) and organised a
five day negotiating meeting in June. As

appropriate body to represent thenemployees in bargaining. TTiis succeeded

they commenced this meeting the pilots

with the domestic airlines leading to the
introduction of a new bidding /rostering

had every reason to think that this session

system but relations with Qantas remained
poor and two strikes followed despite the

and that agreement would be reached
without too many problems. Because the

would follow the pattem of previous years

compajiy was in a poor financial state in

the

1985 the union had agreed not to pursue a

eompensation for the airlines, public
Government support for the airlines and,
following a phone call to Kelty to check

pay rise and by 1989 AAL pilots were
approximately 10-15% behind their Ansett
colleagues. They were aware that the
company had just annoimced a substantial

profit and this gave them confidence that

cancellation

of

the

Awards,

the ACTU's reaction, the need to separate

pilots from other eiirline workers and
prevent stand downs, were aU discussed.

their 'sacrifices' two years previously

The Minister for Industrial Relations asked

would be rewarded.

'how poisonous do you want to be?' and
the Prime Minister ended the discussion

The log of claims was based on the one

by

successfully negotiated with Ansett in
1988. The negotiating team had prepared

instruments which hit hard - hit as hard as

saying

'use judgement - use

you can, carte blanche fi'om me.'

a number of alternate proposals following

a suggestion fi^om an AAL manager that

Following

the union'think laterally - present options
to enable manoeuvring'. APAP proposed

conference with airline representatives, the

changes which would provide productivity
improvements.land allow the company to
use its

workforce and aircraft

more

effectively. The parties left the meeting

with a commitment to produce costs and
details of some of the proposals discussed.
However, at the next meeting the airline's

negotiators said they were only prepared
to negotiate on an industry basis. The
Union then withdrew its log and served a
new claim on both airlines for a pay
increase of29.47%.

another

xmproductive

pilots commenced a period of nine-to-five
operation on 18 August and, on the same
day, the Commission agreed to cancel the
Awards of Ansett and AAL on 21 August,
unless the Union lifted their work bans.
The Union refused to lift the bans, the
Awards were cancelled and the companies

sent letters to all pilots requiring written
commitment to full service by 10.00pm on

22 August. The next day, the companies
began to cancel flights, stand pilots aside
and

issue

writs

terminating

the

employment of individual pilots if they
refused to crew particular flights.

Conferences, at which the companies
demanded that AFAP formally commit to

the National Wage Case guidelines (sight
imseen) before they would commence
negotiations, led nowhere and the union
notified the airlines it intended to hold a

series of stopwork meetings. These took
place (11-14 August) in defiance of a
direction fi"om Justice Coldham and pilots
voted 95% in favour of pursuing their
claim by whatever means necessary.

The letters sent to Ansett pilots with the
writs contained an additional paragraph

threatening to use the 'misconduct
provisions' of the superannuation
agreement
to
claim
all
their

superannuation. On the basis of legal
advice, but against the advice of the
union's staff, all pilots signed prepared
letters of resignation on the evening of 23

August. These letters were delivered on
24 August and writs for damages were

The following day two events took place.

then

served

on

the Federation

and

At a Commission hearing the Government

individual pilots(mainly officials).

representative stated that 'the Government
will support any move for the cancellation
or the suspension of the agreements
relating to terms and conditions of
employment of pilots'. At the same time

RAAF planes and regional airlines
provided a limited service and the
companies began recruiting pilots in

the Prime Minister and Ministers for

fi'om AFAP for a return to work in

Australia and overseas.

Despite offers

Industrial Relations and Transport &

exchange for re-opened negotiations the

Communications met with Sir Peter Abies

union was frozen out. On 11 September,
AAL made a 'last offer' for pilots to return
to work on individual contracts, preserving

and Ted Harris, Chairmen of Ansett and

AAL respectively. At this meeting, which
was not publicly acknowledged until 1991,

their seniority if responded to by a

deadline.

A similar offer by Ansett

expired on 22 September. Few pilots
chose to accept. iTie Government agreed

challenge to an amendment to the
Immigration Act to allow the employment
and rapid processing of overseas pilots.

to waive landing charges (allegedly to
avoid stand downs) and made an in-

The

principle commitment of $30 million for

Freedom of Association alleging the
violation of trade union ri^ts by the

tourism industry reconstruction.

AFAP

also

complained,

unsuccessfully, to the ILO's Committee on

Government.

The Commission announced that it would

arbitrate and called parties to a meeting on

Several reasons have been advanced for

did not believe arbitration appropriate. In

the abrupt collapse of an apparently stable
bargaining system in 1989. Whatever the

early October the airlines applied for new

reasons

28 September but pilots indicated that they
Awards based on individual contracts

offered to returning and new pilots. The

proposed Awards offered a large increase
in salary, based on increased workload but

behind

TAA

management's

refusal of the pilots' log-of-claims, it is
clear that this action, which precipitated

the dispute, can be seen as a failure of an
enterprise-bargaining process which had

loss of conditions. A new 'compromise'

operated in the industry for 20 years.

log of claimi was served by AFAP,
seeking finding of a new dispute and

The dispute occurred at a time of

conciliation rather than arbitration. The

Government and Union concern about the

Commission, however, ^ accepted the
airlines Award proposal but the pilots

future of the Accord and the maintenance

resolved to continue to seek negotiation.
On 30 October the Prime Minister
announced that the dispute was over,

although the consequences for the aviation
and other industries remained.

The companies continued to try to rebuild
the pilot workforce but progress was very
slow, leading to problems in other
industries, especially tourism.
Many

pilots, having refused to return on the
companies' terms, left Australia and
sought work with overseas airlines which

of the recent wage fixing guidelines to

prevent a wages 'break-out'. The decision
of AFAP not to either commit to the

National Wage Case or argue a specid
case but to negotiate directly with their
employer raised fears that, if they were
successful, other umons would seek to
follow their example. The fact that the
AFAP was not affiliated to the ACTU and

was not a participant in joint industry
negotiations made it easier for them to be
cut off from the rest of the umon

movement and made an example of the
result of operating outside the system.

were actively recruiting. Others left the

industry completely and, with varying

The foreshadowed deregulation of the

success, found new careers. The social

airline industry in 1990, meant that both

and financial consequences for many

'dispute' pilots were disastrous but the
majority remained committed to AFAP

the employers and the
Government needed to ensure that
industrial action was settled quickly, and

and believe that they had right on their
side and were unfairly dealt with by the

on their terms, so that the airlines were
free to restructure their operations to

industrial relations 'club'.

reduce the impact of deregulation. Victory

Legal manoeuvres continued for years,
including the damages action in the
Victorian Supreme Court which resulted in

introduce a new pattern of regulation

fines of $6.8 million against key officials

allocate labour unilaterally.

(these have neither been claimed nor
formally renounced), a Section 118 case in

The President of AFAP at the time of the

the Commission, which resulted in AFAPs

right to represent pilots in the major
domestic airlines being revoked, and a

allowed employers to end the control
exercised by the pilot's umon and to
which gave them new prerogatives to

dispute, Brian McCarthy, speculated that
one of the reasons for TAAs unwillingness

to bargain, was the possible loss of control

implied by a proposal by TAA pilots to
invest in the airline, to allow it to raise the
estimated $300 million it needed to

upgrade its fleet of aircraft. The role of
Sir Peter Abies was evident but imclear.

Throughout the dispute, the airlines and
the Labor Government, with the public

support ofthe peak union body,the

Australian Council of Trade Unionsjoined
forces to defeat the pilots' union and

completely restructure the domestic
airlines.

To do this they used an

unprecedented combination of legal
action, the cancellation of the pilots'
Award, the use of the RAAF to fly
commercial routes and the employment of
pilots from overseas.

, RADICAL MELBOURNE
by Jeff Sparrow & Jill Sparrow
Forward by Stuart Mclntyre

Paperback 220 pages - $45.00

Why does Parliament House contain gun slits, an escape passage and a dungeon?
Where did the Melboume Anarchist Club debate free love and the Paris Commune.
What city block covers nine thousand corpses?

With over a himdred and thirty illustrations, Radical Melbourne leads readers through

pohtical history via the streets and buildings oftoday's imer city-from the
clockwork puppets proclaiming the brotherhood of man in Bourke Street to the school
offering progressive education directed by ghosts. Part walking tour, part social
archaeology,it transforms familiar city landmarks into monuments to the passionate
struggles that rocked the metropolis in its first hundred years.

'JeffSparrow and Jill Sparrow have produced a brilliantly original, long \overdue
unveiling ofa great city's true past. Behind Melboume's old and new mercantile
facade, they have unearthed a people's story ofstruggle, despair and triumph. Every
Victorian school's history departmentshould order a copy. John Pilger

for more information contact the Vulgarpress ofNorth Carlton
PO Box 68 North Carlton 3054 Australia

phone 03 93482140
redrag@vulgar.com.au

fax 03 9348 2448
www.vulgar.com.au/redrag.html
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Obituary by John McLaren

Pauline Amistnmg, who died eariier this y^,was probably best known recently as &e auto of
Hardy and the makinp;ofPower Without dory(MUP,2000). Long before th«, however, she

n

a political activist, both as a member ofthe Communist Party and as a campaigner for local amemti^

and against the conscription and the war in Vietniun. For a time she was secretary to Cednc Ralph,the
.Party solicitor at the time ofthe Petrov Royal Commission. Lat^,she ran her own printing business m
Camberwell, where,like Louisa Lawson earlier, she employed mainly women.
She had been bom in Melbourne into an Irish Catholic and Labor family, and while a chdd
was introduced to the New Theatre and the Australian Labor League of Youth while visiting relatives

in Sydney One ofthese, her mother's half-brother,Paul Mortier,recruited her to the Eureka Youth
League in 1943,whence wasfifteen. Two years later shejoined the Party. Mortier,who beame one of
the Party's leading theoreticians provided the model for John Morel in Fr^Harcfy s But theI^d Are
Many. MoreL like Mortier,became disillusioned wifli the Party's dogmatism and t»ntr^ coirtrol, and
committed suicide. Armstrong was one ofthe many who left the Party in disn^^rthe revelatrons of
Khrutoiev's secret speech in 1956 and the Soviet invasion ofHungary later m the sme y^.
After selling her bd^ess,Pauline Armstrong returned to stucfy, completing BA,MA an^
HhD.Her Master's thesis was on the anti-cqnscr^on movement ofthe sixties and seventies,am

doctoral thesis was the basis ofthe book on Harcfy. As a lapsed Catholic and al^ed Commm^ me
believed The
she was
gdod position
to un&rstand
pressures
that had constructs
ms lite.
bookinisabased
oh exhaustive
teseardithe
intotimes
bothand
primary
and seccffldary
sources. Her
meetings with Hardty had been less than satisfactory, arid after his death die was refused further access
to his documents car to quote directlyfrom his woti^ so she was forced to tum to oto source. She
tracked down hisjournalism and occasional publications,incluchng wartime workinland IJop^
Tribune,
exciitsioiis
intoincluding
film,radiopeoj^e
and television,
audio-vi^
material
and his eaiiy
^
cites
morehistiian
100 peofde,
who had known
him from
schoold^,
whoshared wth
her,by interview
orcorrespondence,
tibeir memories
ofHarcfy.
atodest;iiption
erfthe
circumstances
ofhis
early life, and a rnore
controversial
accountThe
ofresult
his lifeiswhile
prqiaring, writm&
pubtishing and ddfending Power Without Glory.

j j^

The interviews are particularly importantin duddating Hardy's femily background and earty

life \diich Armstrmig in turn used to explain passages in such ofhis writmg as Legoidsfrom,Benson s
Vaiev. The centre ofthebookis, however,hertreatment ofPower Without Glpry. Here she wove her

way deftly between Hardy's own accounts and the remembrances,attimes contradictory, ofother
participants in this venture. While some details remain elusive,she clearly established thefact the

author and Party functionary to a n^jorpobUc figure. Finally,and more briefly, she showed the eff^
ofthis transformation
on his
life of
andthehispolitical
later political
andwriting
literaryhe
career.
properly,
enuhasises
in these years
thepersonal
inportance
work md
did onQmte
behalf
(« she
Aborigines and the re-examination ofhis politics and their motives that he povides in But the Dead

AreManv She also shows the unacknowledged ddrt,|o the pint ofplagiarism,that his novel owes to

Dulcie Mortier.

&

These drapers were the most controversial Armstrong revealed Har^ s increasmg mstabihty
and maruc behaviour,his insaisitivity to others,including a strain ofanti-Semitism,and the rost ofthis

to others,particularly to his wife and elder dau^ter. She showed how his exploitative behaviour was
rdatedto
an drsorbingwith
egotism
him bereft
ofintwesttoinhis
others
andtosoprtray
inc^ble
ofafiiUy
complete
or lasting relationship
them,that
andIdt
relates
his particularly
feilure
women
or
corrvincindy in his novels.

,, t. i

i,-

Armstrong's account ofHanty hasOty no means been generally accepecL Its scholarship
cannot however be ignored,and Ider critics and historians will have to take her view into account m

readimg their own conclusion about Harcfy the man and the writer. Armstrong's achievement wiU not
however be affected by laterju^moitsuifHarxty. Drawing on the experience ofa lifetime, she

interpreted the documents to make m original contribution to our understanding ofthe times she shared
with Harcfy and the times circumstances that shaped both ofthem. She herself will be remembered for

this contribution, as weU as for her own forceful and generous prsonality.

MENZIES' COLD WAR

byLJ Louis
Paperback 95 pages - $20.00

In this timely addition to Australian cold war liistories, Les Louis has given a
comprehensive analysis of Menzies''national security state' in the early 1950's.

He argues compellingly that, in addition to outlawing communists and readying the
nation for war, Menzies strove to position capital and the state to usher in a new dawn
ofcapitalism down under- at the expense oflabour.

According to A-W Martin,"the significance ofthe Cold War in the history of
Australia's politics and in Menzies' thinking and motivation has been assumed
piecemeal by a galaxy ofleft wing writers, but as far as I am aware has not before
been set out ^o clearly and connectedly".
'4

Martin argues that Louis's is a "simple and uncompromising" airing ofa
commonly held 'conspiracy' view oflocal politics in the period".
************************************

ARGUING THE COLD WAR

Edited by Peter Love and Paul Strangio
Paperback -126 pages - $20.00

Arguing the Cold War brings to life the passions, flawed visions and intense
personal engagement that characterised Australian politics in the 1950s.
Communist and Catholic activists recall what seemed to them a desperate struggle

between liberty and tyranny,for the future ofthe labour movement and the security of
the Australian people.

Labor people remember their party tearing itself apart. Skilled historians explore
some ofthe significant events and issues that scarred a generation and degraded our
political culture with simplistic certitudes: ^

As so many ofour current public debates resemble school-yard squabbles,this book is
a salutary reminder that politics can be about principles that matter.

for more information on both these hooks contact Red Rag Publications
a division of

Vulgar Enterprises ofNorth Carlton
PO Box 68 North Carlton 3054 Australia

phone 03 93482140
redrag@vulgar.com.au

fax 03 9348 2448
www.vulgar.com.au/redrag.html

Meeting Place

Meetings ofthe Labour History Society are held in the meeting room
attached to the New International Bookshop at the Melbourne Trades Hall
•

Enter the Trades Hall through the Victoria Street entrance.
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